Introduction
Advanced bladder cancer is largely a lethal disease that has demonstrated little improvement in survival trends over the past 50 years. Five-year survival for advanced bladder cancer has remained at about 8% since 1973; though, as in most diseases, survival outcomes are not evenly distributed among different sociodemographic groups (1) .
Disparities in bladder cancer outcomes by race, ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic status (SES) have repeatedly been demonstrated using large retrospective databases (2) (3) (4) . In a recent issue of Urologic Oncology: Seminars and Original Investigations, Weiner et al. added to this literature by executing a well-designed retrospective analysis on advanced bladder cancer patients between 2004-2013 using the National Cancer Database (NCDB) (5) . They analyzed over 320,000 bladder cancer patients in the United States, specifically focusing on the 7.6% (n=25,000) that presented with late stage disease, defined as AJCC stage III or stage IV. Using logistic regression models, treatment and sociodemographic variables were queried with respect to survival outcomes and delays in treatment.
The study found that female sex (HR =1.23), black race (HR =1.51), Hispanic ethnicity (HR =1.12), lower income (HR =1.23 for the lowest 4th quartile income), and educational regions (HR =1.23 for the lowest 4th quartile education) were associated with increased odds of presenting with late stage disease. For overall survival, female sex (HR =1.16), black race (HR =1.10), and lower regional income levels (HR =1.08 for the lowest 4th quartile) were associated with poorer survival. Total of 13,018 patients had information related to time between diagnosis and first treatment. Men were more likely than women to have a treatment delay >12 weeks (13.5% vs. 12%). Black (18.4%) and Hispanic (19.2%) patients were more likely to have treatment delays compared to white patients (12.7%). Patients living in regions with the lowest income and education quartiles, and patients with Medicaid/ No insurance were all marginally more likely to experience treatment delays.
Unfortunately, it should come as no surprise at this point that minorities and women with advanced bladder cancer have worse outcomes (note that although the NCDB only provides overall survival, given the advanced stage of this cohort, it is assumed to be a good surrogate for cancerspecific survival). Multiple retrospective studies on gender differences in bladder cancer, for example, have persistently shown outcome differences for all stages (6) . For patients presenting with pT4a disease, May et al. demonstrated a dramatically lower 5-year cancer-specific survival for women vs. men (15% vs. 35%, P=0.003) (7) . With the consistency of these findings, we must aim to delve further into the mechanisms that fuel such outcome differences.
Although the NCDB has a number of well described limitations (8) (9) . Sadly, these discrepancies have yet to be adequately addressed.
As clinicians and researchers, we should, of course, aim to eliminate disparities in cancer outcomes; but before getting to that step, we must trust that we have an accurate representation of the true variation in the population. The NCDB is a powerful tool, but its data has well-documented limitations; health services researchers have recently addressed "best practices" while using the database (10) . Below, we discuss some of the potential advantages, as well as the pitfalls and difficulties in using the NCDB for bladder cancer disparities research.
Using the NCDB for disparities research
Understanding bladder cancer disparities is fundamentally a population-based query, which relies on population-based data. The NCDB is a hospital-based registry that selects cases based on hospital participation [Committee on Cancer (CoC) accreditation]. This accounts for approximately 30% of hospitals in the United States. There are differences in the number and density of CoC-accredited hospitals throughout the United States, leading to differences by region of who gets treated at an NCDB-reporting hospital. Some states are over-represented and some are underrepresented (89% of patients are captured in Delaware vs. 27% in Arizona, for example); and these variations inherently carry the risk of selecting an unrepresentative sample of the population (11) . Further, sociodemographic factors themselves may influence whether a patient seeks care at a CoC-accredited institution. SEER, in contrast, is a population-based registry that includes cases based on geographic location rather than hospital accreditation. These locations were carefully selected to be representative of the U.S. population; and even though SEER only captures 30% of cancer diagnoses (vs. 70% for the NCDB), it may be more appropriate to prefer its use over the NCDB for detailing sociodemographic disparities (8) . As a striking example of how this impacts disparities research, Bleicher et al. evaluated disparities in breast cancer treatment and survival outcomes between SEER and NCDB registries. They showed that although both sets of data produced similar trends, there were differences in which specific variables were deemed significant (12) . The current study should therefore be evaluated in the context of the existing literature on bladder cancer disparities.
A database's ability to accurately describe outcomes disparities is predicated on the assumption that sociodemographic variables collected in the database actually reflect patient characteristics. A weakness of the NCDB is that income and education, which are two of the most powerful variables that determine SES, are abstracted from zip-code level census data, and then collapsed into quartiles. The data therefore lacks sufficient granularity to precisely analyze how individual-level differences in income or education level impact treatment and survival outcomes.
The number of cases available in the NCDB is a major benefit when studying disparities, but it also presents challenges that are often overlooked. With the large number of patients available, one can easily fit multiple regression models to identify the independent effects of the various sociodemographic variables, which may be highly correlated. One can also successfully study relatively rare outcomes (such as diagnosis of advanced bladder cancer), and investigate interaction effects of interest (as Weiner et al. examined whether treatment effects differed by sociodemographic). However, the large number of cases also can lead to highly statistically significant results for small differences, which may not be clinically meaningful. Researchers should therefore be careful to pay attention to the magnitude of the effects, not just the significance. Furthermore, increasing the sample size decreases the variability of the estimates, but it does not decrease potential biases. Retrospective, non-randomized studies are always subject to biases from unmeasured confounders. For example, in the case of bladder cancer, smoking behavior may be an important factor associated with both sociodemographic variables and cancer outcomes.
Perhaps most importantly, the mechanisms through which disparities lead to worse outcomes is virtually impossible to understand in large registries. Why, in the analysis by Weiner et al., the fact that SES remains a significant factor in predicting staging and late-stage survival even when controlling for related factors is hard to explain. Can merely being poor and underprivileged be the mechanism driving discrepant outcomes? Is the biology of bladder cancer different based on SES though a lifetime of different perturbations and epigenetics? Perhaps-but there is probably an unmeasured mix of important factors that are the bulk of the true mechanism driving these disparities. Explaining such disparities is an entire field unto itself, though integrating data acquired from registries with existing conceptual models of health disparities may eventually help strengthen our understanding of the mechanisms and causes fueling the disparities (13) .
The types of treatment each patient receives is clearly an important factor in determining outcomes, but it is often difficult to know how much each treatment is affecting outcomes. The NCDB captures the first treatment after diagnosis, but only if the first treatment occurred at a reporting institution. Thus, if a patient is diagnosed at a local non-CoC hospital and begins treatment there for localized bladder cancer, but then moves to a CoC hospital after their bladder cancer progresses to advanced disease, that patient will not be captured by the NCDB. Similarly, patients traveling between facilities may not have neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapies recorded. Importantly, the NCDB is unable to report on subsequent or follow-up treatments. It was therefore appropriate for Weiner et al. to study time to first treatment as a quality metric that differed between populations, as this metric may be a more powerful sign of which patients are actually receiving appropriate treatment. It is conceivable that inclusion in clinical trials or management at certain centers of excellence are associated with better outcomes, regardless of sociodemographic background; but such variables are either absent or insufficiently robust for appropriate analysis.
Despite its shortcomings, the NCDB has multiple advantages that have made it a boon to large-scale cancer research. The NCDB contains over 80 de-identified data variables describing sociodemographic, disease, treatment, and follow-up characteristic. A specific strength of the NCDB is the availability of treatment data; more data on types and timing of treatment is available through the NCDB than is present in the SEER database. Although the NCDB only acquires information from 30% of U.S. hospitals, it captures 70% of all newly-diagnosed cancer cases, far in excess of both SEER (30%) and SEERMedicare (12%) registries. Although SEER-Medicare can classify comorbidities through the use of ICD-9 diagnosis codes, the NCDB has comorbidity data on a far larger number of patients, albeit using the modified CharlsonDeyo comorbidity score. It is also important to note that the NCDB has a shorter lag-time between diagnosis and data availability: 2 years for treatment and 3 years for vital statistics, vs. 3 years for all data in SEER and every other year from SEER-Medicare during linkage years (8) . The NCDB is therefore able to provide a more contemporary view of disease trends. For bladder cancer, a disease that has seen a huge increase in treatment options over the past few years, it is implicitly advantageous to have more contemporary (and more rapidly updated) data.
Conclusions
Weiner et al., using the NCDB, showed that disparities in late-stage presentation and survival in bladder cancer continue to manifest along sociodemographic lines. The research is important to help bring attention to these likely avoidable disparities in bladder cancer outcomes. We should, nonetheless, be cautious in over-interpreting such trends based on retrospective data. Prospective data often undermines our initial assumptions regarding drivers of improved survival. Prostate cancer is a prime example; Halabi et al. recently presented pooled data from nine prospective trials of docetaxel in advanced prostate cancer, and showed that African American men actually demonstrated better overall survival than Caucasian men (14) .
Although the NCDB, like all large registries, has specific limitations, it is also a powerful tool to help define challenges related to inequitable disease prevalence, treatment trends, and cancer outcomes. Registry-based retrospective research is exploratory and hypothesisgenerating, and thus has a unique role to play within the research ecosystem. Resulting insights should ideally be used to develop prospective datasets and interventions with the aim of improving care for all patients. Finding outcome disparities is far easier than finding viable solutions to address those disparities. Keeping this in mind, it should be the goal of all disparities researchers to identify interventions that start to narrow the gap.
